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SUBIECTE PENTRU PROBA SCRISA LA LIMBA ENGLEZA 2015 

 

SUBIECTUL 1 

Fill in the blanks with the following words: rooms, mother, her, mirror, the, favourite, lives, 

living-room, nice, large.   10 x 3p = 30p 

My friend ____________ in a ____________ apartment. There are three ____________ in 

her apartment: two bedrooms and a ____________. ____________ kitchen isn’t very 

____________, but her ____________ likes it. There is a big ____________ in the bathroom. 

My friend’s ____________ room is ______ bedroom.  

 

SUBIECTUL 2 

Fill in the blanks with in, on, at.   5 x 2p = 10p 

1. We have lunch ____________ noon. 

2. They always watch TV ____________ the evening. 

3. I won’t see you ____________ Tuesday. 

4. The museum opens ____________ June. 

5. They will visit their aunt ____________ Christmas Day. 

 

SUBIECTUL 3   5 x 4p = 20p 

Answer the questions: 

1. Where do students borrow books? 

2. When do people go to the hospital? 

3. Why do we go to the Post Office? 

4. Where do you go shopping for milk, coffee and ham? 

5. Where do we buy fruit and vegetables? 

 

SUBIECTUL IV   5 x 2p = 10p 

Fill in the blanks. Use will or won’t. 

Tomorrow it’s Christmas Eve. We ____________ decorate a fir tree and ____________ sing 

carols. My parents ____________ work. We ____________ be very happy. I ____________ 

spend my Christmas holiday at my grandparents. 
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SUBIECTUL V.  5 x 2p = 10p 

Choose the right word/words to complete the sentences. 

1. lives/is living              He ____________ in Cluj now. 

2. goes/is going           She ____________ to school in the afternoon. 

3. eats/is eating            Mary ____________ apples every day. 

4. listen/are listening  The children ____________ to a story now. 

5. write/are writing      We ____________ an exercise now. 

 

SUBIECTUL VI  5 x 2p = 10p 

Choose the correct word. 

1. Red, yellow and blue are the colours of the Romania/Romanian flag. 

2. A Mercedes is a German/Germany car. 

3. Francois lives in French/France. 

4. I can speak Italian/Italy. 

5. Budapest is the Hungary/Hungarian capital. 

 

Timp de lucru: 60 minute 

Puncte din oficiu: 10p 

Toate subiectele sunt obligatorii 

 

SURSA: https://www.facebook.com/Scoala.Doi.Buftea 
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REZOLVARI 

 

SUBIECTUL 1 

Fill in the blanks with the following words:                                                            10 x 3p = 

30p 

My friend ____ lives ________ in a ___ nice _________ apartment. There are three ____ 

rooms ________ in her apartment: two bedrooms and a ____ living-room ________. ___ The 

_________ kitchen isn’t very __ large __________, but her ____ mother ________ likes it. 

There is a big ___ mirror _________ in the bathroom. My friend’s __ favourite __________ 

room is ___ her ___ bedroom.  

 

SUBIECTUL 2 

Fill in the blanks with in, on, at.   5 x 2p = 10p 

1. We have lunch ___AT_________ noon. 

2. They always watch TV _____IN_______ the evening. 

3. I won’t see you ______ON______ Tuesday. 

4. The museum opens _____IN_______ June. 

5. They will visit their aunt ______ON______ Christmas Day. 

 

SUBIECTUL 3   5 x 4p = 20p 

Answer the questions: 

1. Where do students borrow books? 

Students / They borrow books from the library. 

2. When do people go to the hospital? 

People / They go to the hospital when they are ill / sick. 

3. Why do we go to the Post Office? 

We go to the Post Office to post / send letters. 

4. Where do you go shopping for milk, coffee and ham? 

I go shopping for milk, coffee and ham at the supermarket. 

5. Where do we buy fruit and vegetables? 

We buy fruit and vegetables at the market / greengrocer’s. 
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SUBIECTUL IV   5 x 2p = 10p 

Fill in the blanks. Use will or won’t. 

Tomorrow it’s Christmas Eve. We _____WILL_______ decorate a fir tree and 

____WILL________ sing carols. My parents __WON’T__________ work. We 

_____WILL_______ be very happy. I ____WILL / WON’T________ spend my Christmas 

holiday at my grandparents. 

 

SUBIECTUL V.  5 x 2p = 10p 

Choose the right word/words to complete the sentences. 

1. lives/is living              He ____________ in Cluj now. 

2. goes/is going           She ____________ to school in the afternoon. 

3. eats/is eating            Mary ____________ apples every day. 

4. listen/are listening  The children ____________ to a story now. 

5. write/are writing      We ____________ an exercise now. 

 

SUBIECTUL VI  5 x 2p = 10p 

Choose the correct word. 

1. Red, yellow and blue are the colours of the Romania/Romanian flag. 

2. A Mercedes is a German/Germany car. 

3. Francois lives in French/France. 

4. I can speak Italian/Italy. 

5. Budapest is the Hungary/Hungarian capital. 
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